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Artefacts and Items of Daily Use

অধ�য়ন �কদারা (Noun) -/ǝdʰjͻjn ked̪ara/ अ�यन कुस� <>
Study chair
Description: A study chair is used for sitting while studying.

অধ�য়ন �টিবল (Noun) -/ǝdʰյɔյn ʈebil/ अ�यन मेज <> Study
table
Description: Study table is a kind of table for the purpose of study.

আঠা (Noun) -/aʈʰa/ गोदं <> Glue
Description: Glue is used as a gum for sticking two materials.

আবজ�না পা� (Noun) -/aborʤona pat̪ro/ कूड़ेदान <> Dustbin
Description: A dustbin is a type of container that is used for keeping
waste materials and left overs.

আয়না (Noun) -/aina/ आईना <> Mirror
Description: A mirror is used to see reflection of one self.

আলমাির (Noun) -/almari/ अलमारी <> Almirah
Description: An almirah is a storage compound made of steel,
where clothes, books or papers are kept.



আলমাির (Noun) -/almari/ व�ागार <> Wardrobe
Description: A wardrobe is an organized (wooden) storage space to
keep clothes and other things.

আেলা (Noun) -/alo/ �काश <> Light
Description: Lights can be many things like a tube light, a torch
light, a gas light, a lantern etc.

আসবাব (Noun) -/asbab/ असबाब, उप�र, फन�चर <>
Furniture
Description: Furniture are kept in a house to decorate and make
living or working easy.

ইি� (Noun) -/ist̪ri/ इ�ी <> Pressing Iron
Description: An electronic instrument used for pressing clothes.

উনুন (Noun) -/ʊnʊn/ चू�ा <> Earth stove
Description: Earth stove is an apparatus made of clay used for
cooking in villages.

উনুন (Noun) -/unun/ भ�ी <> Oven
Description: Oven is a unit from where fire comes out and kept
under a pot is for cooking food.

উনুন (Noun) -/unun/ चू�ा, अंगीठी <> Stove



Description: A stove is an implement which is used for cooking
edibles.কড়াই (Noun) -/kɔɽai/ कड़ाही <> Wok
Description: The wok is a kind of kitchen utensil to cook
vegetables.

ক��উটার (Noun) -/kʰǝmpjuʈar/ कं�ूटर <> Computer
Description: A computer is a configured and combination of device
which can do many tasks at a time.

ক�ল (Noun) -/kɔmbol/ कंबल <> Blanket
Description: A blanket is made of wool or fur generally taken
during winter nights for more comfort and warmth than outside.

করাত (Noun) -/kɔrat̪/ आरी <> Saw
Description: A tool made of iron that is used in cutting trees or hard
material.

কলম (Noun) -/kɔlom/ लेखनी, कलम <> Pen
Description: A pen is an instrument which is used for writing.

কাগজ (Noun) -/kagoʤ/ कागज़ <> Paper
Description: Papers are used in writing on it.

কাচঁ (Noun) -/kãʧ/ काँच <> Glass



Description: Glass is a non-crystalline often transparent material
used in windows doors.কািঁচ (Noun) -/kãʧi/ क� ची <> Scissors
Description: a tool used for cutting paper, cloth etc.

কাটঁা  (Noun) -/kãʈa/ काँटा <> Fork
Description: Fork is a sharp instrument used for lifting food
towards mouth.

কাটাির (Noun) -/kaʈari/ चॉपर <> Chopper
Description: Chopper is a kind of tool for cutting kitchen stuffs
such as vegetable or meat.

কাথঁা  (Noun) -/kãtʰa/ ह�ा कंबल, लेवा <> Light blanket
Description: A light blanket is a soft comforter that is not so heavy
in weight used to prevent cold.

কাপড় কাচার য� (Noun) -/kapoɽ kaʧar ʤɔnt̪ro/ धुलाई की
मशीन <> Washing Machine
Description: Washing machine is an appliance which is used for
washing clothes.

কুিচ (Noun) -/kuʈʃi/ कूची <> Brush (for extracting puffed
rice)
Description: Brush is an instrument made of wood used for
extracting puffed rice.



কুঠার (Noun) -/kuʈʰar/ कु�ाड़ी, टांगा <> Axe
Description: An axe is a cutting tool usually for wood with a sharp
metal blade and a long wooden handle.

কুেলা (Noun) -/kulo/ सूप <> Grain cleaning tray
Description: Grain cleaning tray refers to a special type of tray used
for cleaning grain.

�কটিল (Noun) -/keʈli/ केतली <> Kettle
Description: A kettle is an utensil which is used in making tea.

�কটিল (Noun) -/keʈli/ चायदानी, केतली <> Tea pot
Description: A pot used for making or serving tea.

�কদারা (Noun) -/ked̪ara/ कुस� <> Chair
Description: A chair is a four-legged piece of furniture used for
sitting. It can be made of different materials like wood, plastic, etc.

�কদারা (Noun) -/ked̪ara/ हाथ कुस� <> Arm Chair
Description: An arm chair is a furniture where people sit with
relaxed mood in leisure time .

�কেরািসন (Noun) -/kerosin/ िमटटी तेल <> Kerosene



Description: Kerosene is a type of liquified fuel used for putting up
fire.ক�ােল�ার (Noun) -/kælenɖar/ पंचांग <> Calendar
Description: Dates are chronologically arranged in a calendar.

খািঁচ (Noun) -/kʰãʧi/ खाँची <> Agricultural basket
Description: An agricultural basket is used for carrying soil or
seeds. It is made of bamboo.

খাট (Noun) -/kʰa ʈ/ चारपाई <> Cot
Description: A cot is a kind of bed which upper flat part is made of
rope, wood or plastic belt.

খাতা (Noun) -/kʰat̪a/ पु��का <> Notebook
Description: Notebook is a kind of blank book, generally used for
keeping note or writing.

খাপুির (Noun) -/kʰapuri/ िम�ी की कड़ाही <> Pot (for drying puffed rice)
Description: We can use a pot made of clay for drying up puffed rice.

খুি� (Noun) -/kʰunt̪i/ प�ा <> Spud
Description: Spud is an implement used in cooking.

�খাচঁাকাঠ�  (Noun) -/kʰõʧa kaʈʰi/ खोदनी <> Fire stick
Description: A fire stick is used while burning coal inside the oven. It is needed to ignite the coal
to burn well.



�খাসা ছাড়ােনার য�  (Noun) -/kʰosa ʧʰaɽanor ʤɔnt̪ro/ छीलनी
<> Peeler
Description: A peeler is an instrument which helps in peeling off
potatoes and fruits.

গিদ (Noun) -/god̪i/ ग�ा <> Mattress
Description: A mattress is a foamy pad surface kept upon a bed for
more comfort.

�গলাস (Noun) -/gelas/ िगलास <> Tumbler
Description: A container or pot that does not have a handle.

ঘ�ট (Noun) -/gʰoʈi/ घईली <> Small water pitcher
Description: Small water pitcher denotes a small pot made of metal
used in carrying water.

ঘড়া (Noun) -/gʰɔɽa/ धातु का घड़ा <> Metal pitcher
Description: Metal pitcher is a type of pitcher made of any metal. It
is used for storing water.

ঘিড় (Noun) -/gʰo ɽi/ घड़ी <> Clock
Description: Clocks are kept for showing time. Clocks are of
different types like wall clock, grand father clock, grand mother
clock, wrist watch.

ঘিড় (Noun) -/gʰoɽi/ घड़ी <> Watch
Description: People wear watches in their wrists to see time
frequently and fastly.

ঘুেট (Noun) -/gʰuʈe/ गोइंठा, िचपरी <> Dung fuel
Description: Dung fuel is a type of fuel prepared from dung.



চ�ন কাঠ (Noun) -/ʧɔnd̪on kaʈʰ/ चंदन <> Sandalwood
Description: Sandalwood is a tree which has its own fragrance that
retains for years.

চািক (Noun) -/ʧaki/ चकला <> Rolling board
Description: A rolling board is used in making roti. Those boards
made of rock used in grinding wheat and rice are also called rolling
board.

চািব (Noun) -/ʧabi/ चाभी <> Key
Description: Keys are those instruments which are needed to open a
lock.

চািব তালা (Noun) -/ʈʃabɪ t̪ala/ ताला और चाबी <> Lock and
Key
Description: Lock and key are used together to keep things safely.
They are made of iron,

চামচ (Noun) -/ʧamoʧ/ च�च <> Spoon
Description: An object used for serving, mixing and eating food. It
is made of metal. It has a hollow part in the middle.

চাল নাড়া হাতা (Noun) -/ʧal naɽa hat̪a/ प�ा <> Wooden rice
ladle
Description: This is made of wood and the front face is wider for
better performance, the handle is also wooden. Rice ladle is used to
soak water and salt into the rice.



িচমেট (Noun) -/ʈʃimʈe/ िचमटा, िचमटी <> Tongs
Description: Tongs are made of iron for holding objects.

িচ�িন (Noun) -/ʧiruni/ कंघी <> Comb
Description: Combs are used for setting hair properly.

ছিব (Noun) -/ʧʰobi/ िच� <> Picture
Description: A picture is an image of something or someone.

ছাকিন (Noun) -/ʧʰakni/ छननी <> Strainer
Description: A strainer is used to filter solids from tea, milk or oil
etc.

ছাকােখালা (Noun) -/ʈʃʰakakʰola/ िम�ी की कड़ाही <> Pot (for
popping puffed rice)
Description: We can use a pot made of clay for popping puffed rice.

ছাতা (Noun) -/ʧʰat̪a/ छाता <> Umbrella
Description: An umbrella is used to obstruct rain or getting soaked
from rain. It can also be used to prevent the heat of the Sun.

ছ� ঁচ (Noun) -/ʧʰũʧ/ सुई <> Needle



Description: Needles are sharp pointed small instruments which are
used for sewing.ছ� ির (Noun) -/ʧʰuri/ चाकू <> Knife
Description: A knife is a sharp weapon which is used in cutting
fruits or vegetables.

জাতঁা (Noun) -/dʒãt̪a/ च�ी <> Grain Grinder
Description: A tool, made of two round stones for grinding grains,
generally for making pulses.

জাতঁা (Noun) -/dʒãt̪a/ जाँता <> Grain Grinder (fine)
Description: A tool made of two round stones (similar to a grain
grinder) for fine grinding of grains, generally to make coarse flour.

ঝাটঁা (Noun) -/ʤãʈa/ झाड़ू <> Broom
Description: Brooms are daily used instruments to sweep out litter
on the floor.

ঝাড়ন (Noun) -/ʤʰaɽon/ झाड़न <> Duster
Description: A duster is used to wipe out chalk stripes from a black
board. Any surface is cleaned by a piece of cloth should be called a
duster.

ঝুিড় (Noun) -/ʤuɽi/ टोकरी <> Basket
Description: A basket is made of cane or bamboo it can be round
shaped or rectangular. We use it for keeping things like fruits in
small baskets and clothes in large baskets.

টাঙােনার তার (Noun) -/ʈaŋanor t̪ar/ अरगनी <> Clothes
hanging line



Description: Clothes hanging line refers to a wire used for hanging
clothes.টা�ােনার ব� (Noun) -/ʈaŋanor bost̪u/ अंकुड़ा, टाँगने वाला <>
Hanger
Description: A hanger is used to hang garments.

�টিফন বা� (Noun) -/tipʰin bakso/ िटिफन बॉ� <> Tiffin box
Description: A tiffin box is used in carrying tiffin from home to
office or school.

�টিবল (Noun) -/tebil/ मेज <> Table
Description: Tables are used for keeping papers, books, computers
and work on it too.

�টাকা (Noun) -/ʈoka/ दऊरा <> Storage basket
Description: Storage basket is a small basket made of bamboo or tin
for storing things.

�� (Noun) -/tre/ थाल <> Tray
Description: A tray is used for serving of bowls or plates filled with
foods.

িডভান (Noun) -/dibʰan/ दीवान <> Divan
Description: A divan is a comfortable couch or sofa where people
sit and relax.

�ড� (Noun) -/desk/ मेज <> Desk



Description: Desk is the furniture on which we keep our books,
laptops and do our paper works.ঢাকনা (Noun) -/ɖʰakna/ ढ�न <> Lid
Description: A lid is a cap or cover of a container.

�ঢঁিক (Noun) -/ɖʰẽki/ ढेमकी <> Wooden rice huller
Description: A wooden structure used to remove the outer layer of
grains.

তাক (Noun) -/t̪ak/ टाँड़, बारजा <> Rack
Description: Racks are used as selves. Racks are made in walls or
in wooden furniture to keep things like books, show pieces or
articles.

তাক (Noun) -/t̪ak/ ताखा <> Shelf
Description: Shelves are used for keeping books and showpieces.

তালা (Noun) -/t̪ala/ ताला <> Lock
Description: A lock is used to shut a place, bag, box safe. It is an
instrument made of iron or brass. It is locked or opened with a
particular key.

থেল (Noun) -/tʰole/ झोला <> Bag
Description: A bag is storage space made of jute, leather, plastic etc.
It is also portable one.

থালা (Noun) -/t̪ʰala/ त�री <> Saucer
Description: A particular dish in which a cup is placed in the center.



থালা (Noun) -/t̪ʰala/ त�री <> Plate
Description: Plates are used for serving foods.

দিড় (Noun) -/d̪oɽi/ सुतली, र�ी <> String
Description: String is generally made of jute used for sewing or
tieing.

দিড় (Noun) -/d̪oɽi/ र�ी <> Rope
Description: A rope is a thick thread made of jute, plastic etc. that is
used to tie something up.

দাতঁন (Noun) -/d̪ãt̪on/ दातून <> Herbal Toothbrush
Description: A piece of stem, generally of neem or babool etc. used
for cleaning teeth.

দাতঁন (Noun) -/d̪ãt̪on/ दातून <> Toothbrush
Description: It is a type of brush made of plastic that is used to
clean teath.

িদনপ��কা (Noun) -/d̪inponʤika/ दैन��नी <> Diary
Description: A diary is a note book with dates where we keep our
daily schedule.

দুরভাষ (Noun) -/d̪urobʰas/ दूरभाष <> Telephone



Description: Telephones are useful instruments which help in
connecting with other people by means of voice calls. People
contact each other through telephones.
দরূদশ �ন (Noun) -/d̪urod̪ɔrson/ दूरदश�न <> Television
Description: Television is an appliance that is watched generally for
entertainment and gaining information.

�দরাজ (Noun) -/d̪eraʤ/ अलमारी <> Cupboard
Description: A cupboard is a storage compartment, usually made of
wood where things are kept.

�দশলাই কা�ঠ (Noun) -/d̪eʃlai kaʈʰi/ मािचस की तीली <>
Matchstick
Description: Matchsticks are used to lit up a fire on something.

�দানা (Noun) -/d̪ona/ नाद <> Cattle feeding tray
Description: A pot made of soil or cement which is used for feeding
cattle.

�দালনা (Noun) -/d̪olna/ झलूा <> Swing
Description: A swing is a seat tied up with rope for sitting and
relaxing.

ধারক (Noun) -/d̪ʰarok/ धारक, पकड़ने वाला <> Holder
Description: A holder is used in keeping a bulb or holding anything
tight.

ধূপকা�ঠ (Noun) -/d̪ʰupkaʈʰi/ अगरब�ी <> Incense Stick



Description: Incense sticks spread fragrance when they lit up. These
are used mainly in religious rituals.�নাড়া (Noun) -/noɽa/ शील <> Spice smashing slab
Description: Spice smashing slab is a stone used for smashing
spices.

ন�াতা (Noun) -/njᴂt̪a/ कँूची <> Mop
Description: A mop is a cleaning element, it can be a broom or a
piece of cloth.

পদ�া (Noun) -/pɔrd̪a/ पदा� <> Curtain
Description: Curtains are pieces of clothe that are used in windows
and doors that is used as a cover.

পাখা (Noun) -/pakʰa/ पंखा <> Fan
Description: A fan is an appliance which rotates in a high speed
giving us an air stream. This air keeps a room cool or circulates the
air and we dont feel hot.

পা�ট (Noun) -/paʈɪ/ ताड़ की चटाई <> Palm mat
Description: Pam mat is a small space for sitting.

পাতনা (Noun) -/pat̪na/ नाद <> Earthen paddy boiling pot
Description: A round-shaped pot made of soil used for keeping
grain and boiling paddy.

পা� (Noun) -/pat̪ro/ मटका <> Pot
Description: Pots or utensils like bowl used for keeping foods.



পা� (Noun) -/pat̪ro/ बत�न <> Container
Description: A container is a storage in which things or foods are
kept.

পােপাশ (Noun) -/papoʃ/ पाँवड़ा, पायदान <> Doormat
Description: Doormats are kept in front of doors so that everyone
can rub their feet and come inside, which prevents dust from
entering into the house.

পাশবািলশ (Noun) -/paʃbaliʃ/ हाथ तिकया <> Side pillow
Description: A side pillow is kept to put hand or legs while
sleeping. It is made of cotton.

িপেঁড় (Noun) -/pĩɽe/ पीढ़ा <> Pidha
Description: A small wooden structure. Generally women sit on it
while cooking.

িপেঁড়  (Noun) -/pɪr̃e/ पटरा <> Small Stool
Description: A small furniture for sitting which does not have any
arm.

িপলসুজ (Noun) -/pilsuʤ/ दीपदान <> Lamp-stand
Description: A lamp-stand is a stand made of brass or wood in
which lamps are kept.

�পেচ (Noun) -/petʃe/ डिलया <> Small basket



Description: Small basket is a type of basket that is smaller in size
than a normal basket.�প��ল (Noun) -/pensil/ प��िसल <> Pencil
Description: A pencil is an object for writing which is made of
graphite and wood.

�পয়ালা (Noun) -/peala/ �ाला <> Cup
Description: A cup is a pot in which tea or coffee is served.

��শার কুকার (Noun) -/preʃar kukar/ �ेशर कुकर <> Pressure
cooker
Description: A pressure cooker is an item for cooking essential
which allows high pressure of steam inside it and cooks so fast.

বই (Noun) -/boi/ पु�क <> Book
Description: Books are the main source of information in a
particular subject or discourse.

ব�ট (Noun) -/boʈi/ पहँसुल <> Vegetable cutter
Description: An iron-made half-round knife attached with a wooden
piece used for cutting vegetables.

বয়াম (Noun) -/bɔjam/ कलश, जार <> Jar
Description: Things like lentils, sugar oil are kept in jars.

বাকঁ  (Noun) -/bãk/ काँवर <> Shoulder carrier



Description: Shoulder carrier is a type of structure made of wood
used for carrying something on the shoulder.বা� (Noun) -/bakso/ ब�ा <> Box
Description: Boxes are containers in which things like books or
other artefacts are kept.

বা�ট (Noun) -/baʈi/ कटोरा <> Bowl
Description: A small pot for keeping cooked food.

বালিত (Noun) -/balt̪i/ बा�ी <> Bucket
Description: Buckets are used for keeping water.

বািলশ (Noun) -/baliʃ/ तिकया <> Pillow
Description: Pillows are made of a cover & cloth which contain
cotton in it. It is taken as a head or back support.

বাসন (Noun) -/bason/ बत�न <> Utensil
Description: Utensils are the kitchen equipment that are used for
cooking and serving foods.

িবছানা (Noun) -/biʧʰana/ श�ा, िब�र <> Bed
Description: A furniture on which a person sleeps or rests.

িবেঁড়  (Noun) -/bɪr̃e/ बीठा <> Jar mount



Description: Jar mount is a type of envelop made of straw for
keeping things balanced while carrying on head.�ব� (Noun) -/benʧ/ ब�च, चौपाया <> Bench
Description: A bench is a furniture for sitting purpose. Generally in
schools these are used that more than one people can sit together.

�বতার (Noun) -/reɖio/ रेिडयो <> Radio
Description: Radio is an instrument which catches radio waves and
frequency, and it delivers news, songs etc.

�বলনা (Noun) -/belna/ बेलन <> Rolling Pin
Description: Rolling pin is a wooden roller (utensil) that used in
making of rotis and papad.

�বাতল (Noun) -/bot̪ol/ बोतल <> Bottle
Description: Bottle is a container used for storing any drink or
water.

ব�ানা (Noun) -/bjana/ बेना <> Hand fan
Description: a manual fan that is made of palm leaf, bamboo or
cane.

ভাজবার পা� (Noun) -/bʰaʤbar pat̪ro/ तलने की कड़ाही <>
Frying Pan
Description: Frying pans are used for frying vegetables and other
food items.

ভ� িষ (Noun) -/bʰusi/ भूसी <> Husk



Description: The shell or cover of a seed that is dry in nature.
মগ,গাড়ু, (Noun) -/mͻg/ �ाला, मग <> Mug
Description: People use mugs for different purpose like drinking
coffee or beer.

মশলার �কৗেটা (Noun) -/mɔʃlar kouʈo/ मसाला का िड�ा <>
Spice jar
Description: Spice jar is a type of jar used for storing various
spices.

মশাির (Noun) -/mɔʃarɪ/ म�रदानी <> Mosquito net
Description: Mosquito net is generally used for preventing the
mosquitos while sleeping,

মশাল (Noun) -/mɔsal/ मशाल <> Torch
Description: A torch is a portable light with battery.

মাজন (Noun) -/maʤon/ मंजन <> Toothpaste
Description: We use toothpaste while brushing.

মা�টর কলসী (Noun) -/maʈir kolsi/ घड़ा <> Earthen pitcher
Description: Earthen pitcher refers to a pot made of clay for storing
water,

মা�টর হািঁড়  (Noun) -/maʈir hãrɪ/ िम�ी का वत�न <> Clay pot



Description: Clay pot refers to a pot made of clay.
মাথায় মাখার �তল (Noun) -/mat̪ʰai makʰar t̪el/ बालो ंका तेल
<> Hair Oil
Description: Hair oils are used for keeping hair moisturized.

মাদুর (Noun) -/mad̪ur/ चटाई <> Mat
Description: Mats are made of jute or nylon kept on floor, used for
yoga, sitting or sleeping purpose.

মুসল (Noun) -/musɔl/ मूसल <> Pestle
Description: A pestle is an item for grinding or crushing of
Ayurvedic medicinal herbs or spices.

�মাড়া (Noun) -/moɽa/ मिचया <> Small cot
Description: Small cots are made of cane and bamboo light in
weight and well decorated.

�মাবাইল �ফান (Noun) -/mobail pʰon/ मोबाइल फोन <>
Mobile Phone
Description: Mobile phones help us to connect with other people in
cellular connectivity. It is portable.

�মামবািত (Noun) -/mombat̪i/ मोमब�ी <> Candle
Description: Candles are made of wax, it is used to lit up light.



রঙ �প��ল (Noun) -/rɔŋ pensil/ रंगीन प��िसल <> Colour
Pencil
Description: Colour pencil is a type of pencil having different
colours that is used in making sketches or in drawing pictures.

রা�াঘর (Noun) -/rannagʰɔr/ रसोई <> Kitchen
Description: Kitchen is a particular room or place where we cook.

ল�ন (Noun) -/lɔnʈʰon/ लालटेन <> Lantern
Description: Lanterns are used to lit up and it is a portable device.

িশক (Noun) -/ʃik/ खोरनी <> Poker
Description: Poker is a type of stick made of iron.

িশল (Noun) -/ʃil/ शील <> Spice grinding slab
Description: Spice grinding slab is a stone for grinding spices.

�শােকস (Noun) -/sokes/ �दश�न मंजूषा, शीशा की बाहरी
आलमारी <> Showcase
Description: A showcase is a furniture which is meant to show
things which are kept inside. Things are kept inside and are visible
from outside. Generally valuable things are kept inside.



সংবাদ-প� (Noun) -/sɔŋbad pɔt̪ro/ समाचार-प�, अखबार <>
News paper
Description: News papers are daily circulated papers which are full
of collective information.

সসপ�ান (Noun) -/sɔspæn/ सॉसपैन, ड�गची <> Saucepan
Description: A saucepan is a cooking essential which helps in
making tea, soup etc.

সাজবার আসবাব (Noun) -/saʤbar asbab/ �ंगार मेज <>
Dressing Table
Description: A dressing table is used to make up and getting dressed
perfectly.

সাবান (Noun) -/saban/ साबुन <> Soap
Description: Soaps are usually used for washing something or
bathing.

সুেতা (Noun) -/sut̪o/ धागा <> Thread
Description: Threads are used for sewing. It can be made of
different materials like cotton, silk, linen, wool.

�সাফা (Noun) -/sopʰa/ सोफा <> Couch
Description: A couch is a sitting furniture for one person or two
generally used for relaxation.



�সাফা (Noun) -/sopʰa/ सोफा <> Sofa
Description: Sofa or couch is a furniture where one or two people
can sit.

হাতা (Noun) -/hat̪a/ करछुल <> Ladle
Description: A ladle is a utensil which is used in cooking or serving
food.

হাত� িড় (Noun) -/hat̪uɽi/ हथौड़ा <> Hammer
Description: A hammer is used to stroke high pressure on nails. It is
made of solid iron. Its weight helps it to put pressure on other
objects when it is applied.

হামা���া (Noun) -/হামান িদ�া/ खल-मूसल <> Hamandista
Description: A kitchen tool to grind spices, ginger, etc.

িহমায়ক য� (Noun) -/himajok ʤɔnt̪ro/ ि�ज <> Refrigerator
Description: A refrigerator is an appliance which keeps foods fresh
by lowering the inside temperature.


